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THE ENTIRE GRAPH OF A BRIDGELESS CONNECTED
PLANE GRAPH IS PANCONNECTED
R. J. FAUDREE AND R. H. SCHELP
1. Preliminaries
Recently A. M. Hobbs and J. Mitchem [7] proved that the entire graph of a bridgeless connected plane graph is Hamiltonian. In this paper we strengthen this result
substantially by showing that entire graphs of such plane graphs are panconnected.
(Between each pair of distinct vertices in a panconnected graph there exist paths of all
lengths greater than or equal to the distance between the vertices.) This fits a pattern
which indicates that Hamiltonian-connected graphs seem to have paths of " many "
lengths between each pair of distinct points [1,2, 3].
The graphs we consider will be undirected, finite, and have no loops or multiple
edges. A plane graph is a graph already embedded in the plane. If G is a plane graph,
V(G), E(G) and F(G) denote the sets of its vertices, edges and faces, respectively. Two
distinct vertices (edges, faces) of G are adjacent if they share a common edge (vertex,
edge). A vertex and an edge, a vertex and a face, or an edge and a face, are adjacent if
they are incident (in the obvious sense). The entire graph of G, denoted e(G), is the
graph with vertex set V(G) u E(G) u F(G), with two vertices of e(G) adjacent if and
only if they are adjacent in G. Hamiltonian and Eulerian properties of entire graphs
were first discussed by J. Mitchem in [8].
By P(l) (respectively C(/)) we will mean a path (respectively circuit, i.e., cycle) with
/vertices. A path with (distinct) vertices vu v2,..., vt and edges eu e2,..., ex-\ will be
written (yl5 v2,..., vt) or [vlt elt v2> e2,..., e,_ l5 vt], while (vit v2>..., vt, Vi) denotes a
circuit with the same vertices. If P = (v2, v3,..., u,), then (vu P, vl+ x) denotes the path
(vl9 v2,..., vh vl+l) (if it exists). If u ^ v, dG(u, v) will denote the distance between u
and v in G, while P,(w, V) will denote a path between u and v containing / vertices. If
P,(w, v) exists for all u ^ v in V(G) and for all /, dG(u, v) < I ^ | V(G)\, then G is called
panconnected. For the path P = [vu eu v2, e2,..., e,_ l s vt], I(P) will denote the set
{eu v2, e2,..., c,-!} and be called the interior of P. A path P is interior-disjoint from a

subgraph HofG if I(P) n H = 0. A path with each vertex in V(G) n I(P) of degree
two in G is called a suspended path.
A few additional conventions are used within the paper. Let G be a plane graph.
Recall that in [6] the subdivision graph S(G) is obtained from G by replacing each
edge e = uv in G by a vertex w not in G and edges uw and wv. Also the total graph
T{G), (see [6]), is the square of the subdivision graph S(G). From the definitions
given, when G is a plane graph, it is clear (by making appropriate identifications) that
S(G) is a subgraph of T(G) and T(G) is a subgraph of e(G). This convention is adopted
within the paper. The unbounded face will be denoted by F^G) and for i^ e F(G),
BiF)) will denote the boundary of Fx.
Let H be a connected subgraph of a connected graph G and let K be the set of
vertices of H incident only with edges of H. Then G # H will be the graph with
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V(G # H) = V{G)\K and E(G # H) = E(G)\E(H).
For notational convenience
| V(G)\ will sometimes be denoted by \G\.
Additional terminology not specifically mentioned follows that given in [6].
2. Results
Interest in the problem solved in this paper stems from results of H. Fleischner [4
and 5]. In particular, Fleischner showed that the square of a block is Hamiltonian
and that the square of a bridgeless connected DT-graph is Hamiltonian-connected. (A
graph is DT if each edge is incident to a vertex of degree two.) In [3] these results have
been extended; specifically it is shown that the squares of blocks and the squares of
bridgeless connected DT-graphs are panconnected. The strategy of this paper is to use
these results to show first that the entire graph of a plane block is panconnected, and
then, by induction on the number of blocks in a bridgeless connected plane graph G,
to show that e(G) is panconnected. Unfortunately, the induction is not immediate and
requires some machinery. Development of this machinery is the content of the first
part of this section.
LEMMA 2.1. If G is a non-trivial plane block which is not a circuit and F is a
bounded face of G such that B{F) n B(F00(G)) is a non-trivial path P, then G # P is a
plane block.
Proof. The path P is clearly a suspended path. Let x and y be the first and last
vertices of P. In the graph G # P there exist two interior-disjoint paths from x to y,
one contained in B(F) and the other in B(Faa(G)). Therefore, no vertex of G # P can
be a cut-vertex; hence G # P is a block.
LEMMA 2.2. If G is a non-trivial plane block which is not a circuit, then there exist
two interior-disjoint suspendedpaths P± andP2 ofG on the boundary ofF^G), associated
with bounded faces Ft and F2 as in Lemma 2.1, such that both G # Pt and G # P2 are
plane blocks.

Proof. Since G is not a circuit, there exist two vertices x, y e B(Fa3(G)) and a path
P from x to y which is interior-disjoint from B{Fa3{G)). The pair {x, y] divides
B(F(X>(G)) into two interior-disjoint paths Bu B2, from x to y. Choose distinct z,
w e V(Bt) such that there exists a path from z to w interior-disjoint from B(Fai(G))
and such that dBl(z, w) is minimal subject to this restriction. Let Py be the path from z
to w in 2?! and Ft the bounded face with B{F^) n Bt = Pr. Similarly define P2 to be
such a path in B2 with bounded face F2. Clearly Py and P2 are interior-disjoint suspended paths and, by Lemma 2.1, G # Pt (i = 1, 2) is a plane block.
LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a non-trivial plane block and ve V(G). Then there exist
circuits C(i) in e(G)-F00(G) containing v, 3 < i ^ |e(G)| - 1 , and a circuit C(|e(G)|) in
e(G), such that

(a)

the vertex v is adjacent in C(i) to two edges ofG,

(b)

each vertex u # v of Gin C(i) is adjacent in C{i) to an edge ofG.
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Proof. To prove this lemma by induction on |F(G)|, we apparently need to prove
a stronger result, namely: there exists an orientation of 5(F 00 (G)), and circuits C{i) as
above, satisfying (a), (b) and
(c)

when i = \e{G)\ or \e(G)\ — 1, each vertex u on B(Fao(G)) is adjacent in C(i) to
the edge which follows u in the orientation o

First we shall consider the case when G is the circuit G = [v = vlt eu v2, e2,...,
vk, ek, y j . Let F be the bounded face of G and orient G in the direction of increasing
indices.
Let C(3) = (v, elt ek, v), C(2j) = (v, eu v2, e2,..., u,_ 1} ej-lt F, ek, v) for
2 ^ j ^ k, C(2j+1) = (v, eu v2, e2, ..., Vj.lt ej.u F, vk, ek, v) for 2 ^ j < k, and
C(2k + 2) = (vu eu v2, e2,..., vk.v, ek.u F, FJ(J), vk, ek, v). Thus we can assume
that G is not a circuit.
Assume the lemma to be true for all plane blocks with less than \F(G)\ faces. By
Lemma 2.2, there exists a suspended path P, such that G # P is a plane block containing v. By the induction assumption, there exists an orientation of B^F^G # P))
and circuits C(i), 3 ^ i ^ \e{G # P ) | - l , in e{G # P)-Fo0(G # P), and hence in
e{G)-Fco(G), such that (a) and (b) hold, and (c) holds with G # P in place of G.
Orient ^ ( ^ ( G ) ) compatibly with the orientation of B(Fo0(G # P)), and label
P = [vlf elt v2, e2,..., vk, ek, vk+l] (k ^ 1) so that P is oriented in the direction of
increasing indices. Let Fbe the bounded face of G which has P for part of its boundary.
Then C(\e(G # P ) | - l ) = {v,Pu vu e,P2, v), where Pt and P2 are paths (possibly
empty) and the edge e follows yx in the orientation of B{FW((J # P)) and is adjacent to
F and ^ in e{G). Let Qt = 0 0 , Q2J = {eu v2, e2>..., uJt eJt F), 1 ^ j ^ k,
Qij-i = (euv2,e2,...,Vj,F),2
^ j ^ ^ a n d ^ k + i = (eltv2te2t ...,vk,ek,F „>(£), F).
The circuits C(\e{G # P)\ +j-\) = (v, Pu vlt Qp e, P2, v), 1 ^ j ^ 2k+1, along
with those obtained by the induction assumption, satisfy (a), and (b) and (c) of the
lemma. This completes the induction proof.

LEMMA 2.4. Let G be a non-trivial plane block with distinct x,ye V(e(G)). Then
there exists a P| e(G) |(x, y) = P' in e{G) and, when FX(G) $ {x, y}, a P, e ( C ) | _ ^x, y) = P
in e(G)-i r 00 (G), such that

(a)

each vertex ofG is adjacent in P (P') to an edge ofG.

Proof. We first prove the lemma for F^G) $ {x, y), by induction on
Again, we apparently need to prove a stronger result: for at least one of the two
orientations of B{FX{G))—and, if {x, y} is not a vertex-edge incident pair, for both of
these orientations—there exist P and P' as above satisfying (a) and
(b) each vertex uofGon B(F00(G)) is adjacent in P (Pr) to the edge which follows
u in the orientation o/JB(F00(G)).
To start the induction let G be the circuit [vu eu v2, e2,..., vk, ek, vx], k ^ 3, and
let F be the bounded face of G. We consider the following exhaustive cases, in which
we assume that G is oriented in the direction of increasing indices. (A minor modifica-
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tion covers the reverse orientation, except in Case 6, when it is clearly impossible).
Case 1. x = F, y = vv TakeP = (F, ek, vk, ek.u

..., eu

vj.

Case 2. x = F,y = ex. TakeP = (F, v2, e2,..., vk, ek, vt, et).
Case 3. x = vu y = uy,y ^ 2. Take
P = (»!, eu ..., yy-i, e y _ 1} F, ek, vk,..., <•;, y,).
Case 4. x = e1} y = eJtj ^ 2. Take
P = (e 1} u l5 ek) vki..., g y+1 , t>y+1, F, v2, e2,..., yy, ej).
Case 5. x = vlt y = e;, k > j ^ 2. Take
P = («!, «i, •••, Vj-l} ej_u F, ek, vk, ..., eJ+u vj+l, vJ} ej).
Case 6. x = vu y = efc. Take P = (y1} e l s F, v2) e2,..., yfc, eft).
The path P ' can be obtained from P by inserting F^G) into P immediately after F
in each of the above cases. Therefore, if \F(G)\ = 2 the lemma is proved (when
FW(G) $ {x, y}); so suppose \F(G)\ > 2. To construct P (P ; ) we again consider cases.
Case 1. There exists a suspended path Q in B(F00(G)), associated with the
bounded face F, such that G # g is a plane block and

By assumption there exists at least one orientation (in fact, two orientations if
{x, y} is not a vertex-edge incident pair of G) of B(F00(G # 0 ) and a Hamiltonian
path P* in e(G # Q)-Foa(G # Q) from x to y satisfying (a) and (b) with G # Q in
place of G. Orient B(F00(G)) compatibly with the orientation of B(Fo0(G # 0 ) and
label Q = [vu eu v2,..., vk, ek, vk+1] so that Q is oriented in the direction of increasing
indices. Then {vt e) appears as an adjacent pair in P*, where e is an edge of G on the
boundary of F and follows the vertex vt of G in the orientation of B(F00(G # 0 ) .
Replace the pair {vu e} in P* by the path (vu elt v2, e2, ..., vk, ek, F, e) to get P and by
the path (vlt eu v2, e2,..., vk, ek, F^G), F, e) to get P'. The paths P and P' satisfy
the lemma.
If Case 1 does not occur, then by Lemma 2.2, the following must occur.
Case 2. There exist two interior-disjoint suspended paths Pu P2 on
with associated bounded faces Fy and F2 such that x e /(Pj) u {Fy}, y e /(P 2 ) u {F2},
and G # P { (*' = 1, 2) is a block; moreover, {x, y} is not a vertex-edge incident pair.
We must prove the lemma for both orientations of B(F00(G)). Choose one of them,
and label Px = [vu eu v2, e2,..., vs, es, vs+1] so that P t is oriented in the direction of
increasing indices. Orient B^F^iG # P)) compatible with the orientation of B^F^G)).
Then, by the induction assumption, there is a Hamiltonian path P* = (vlf e, ..., y) in
e(G # P 1 )-F 0 0 (G # P t ) which satisfies (a) and (b) with G # P t in place of G. (In
fact, P* exists for both orientations of B(Fao(G # P x )) unless y is an edge incident to
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vit when it exists for only one orientation; and it must be the orientation defined above,
since otherwise P* would start (vlt y,...), by (b).) This implies that e e
We construct a path Q in et^-F^G)
as follows:
(1) if x = Vi (2 ^ i ^ s), let
Q = (vh eh ..., vs, es, Fu et.u

u,_ l5 ..., elt

vj,

(2) if x = e{ (2 ^ i < s), let
Q = 0?,-, i>(, vi+u ei+1, ..., vs, es, Fu e^u

y,_ l5 ..., e^ vt),

(3) if x = et let g = (e1} vu v2, e2, ..., ys, es, FY), and
(4) if x = Fu let g = (F l s es, vs, ..., e 2 , y2, eu vx).
To complete the induction letP = (Q, e, ...,y) and letP' be the path obtained from P
by inserting F^G) immediately before (after) Ft in P when x # Fj (when * = i 7 !).
Finally we prove the lemma when x = F^G). Pick x' e V(e(G)-Foa(G)) distinct
from y such that x is adjacent in e(G) to JC' and such that {xf, y) is not a vertex-edge
incident pair. We already know that for each orientation of B^F^G)) there exists a
Hamiltonian path P from x' to >> in e{G) — F<JG) which satisfies (a) and (b). Then the
Hamiltonian path (x, P) from xto y satisfies (a) and (b).

LEMMA 2.5. Let Gbe a bridgeless connected plane graph and let x andy be distinct
vertices in e(G). IfQ is a path from x toy in e(G), then there exists a path Pfrom x to y
with V(I(P)) £ T(G) such that either

(0

\P\<\Q\

or
(ii)

there exists for each i, \ Q\ ^ i' ^ \P\, a Pfa, y) in e(G) with

Proof. The proof will be by induction on the number k of faces of G which appear
as vertices in the interior of Q. If k = 0, then we can take P = Q. So assume k > 0.
Let Q = (x, ...,F, ...,y) where Fis a face of G. Let u be the first vertex and v the
last vertex of Q which is adjacent to Fin e(G). Hence Q = (x, ..., u, ..., F, ..., v, ...,y).
Then Q' = (x, ..., u, F, v, ...,y) is a path in e(G) with \Q'\ < \Q\. Also there are no
vertices in Q' except possibly for u and v which are in B(F). There exists a path
P' = (w, xu x2,..., xt, v) from u to v in e(G) such that each xt (1 ^ i ^ /) is a vertex
or

edge in B(F).

Consider

the paths

Qt = (x, ..., u, xu x2,...,

xh F, v,

...,y)

(1 < i < /) and the path Q( - {x, ..., u, xu x2,..., xt, v, ...,y).
By the induction
assumption applied to Qt, there exists a path P which satisfies (i) or (ii) of the lemma
with respect to Qt. Therefore, P satisfies (i) or (ii) of the lemma with respect to Q.
THEOREM 2.6.
panconnected.

The entire graph e(G) of a bridgeless connected plane graph G is
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Proof. Let x,yeV(e(G)),
(e(G)-Fx(G)

x ^ y. By Lemma 2.5, Pfay)

exists in e(G)

if PTO(G) * {x, j;}) for all /,

where P is a path from x to y with V(I{P)) s r(G). Since a DT-graph is a graph with
each edge incident to a vertex of degree 2, the subdivision graph S{G) of G is a DTgraph as well as a bridgeless connected plane graph with the same faces as G. Also
(S(G))2 = T(G) is (isomorphic to) a subgraph of e{G). Since the square of every
bridgeless connected DT-graph is panconnected (see [3; Theorem 3.8]) a P{(x,y)
exists in e(G) (e(G)-P w (G) if F J G ) $ {x, y}) for all i, \P\ ^ i ^ \ V(T{G)) u {*, >>}|
with P as above. Therefore for all i, de{G){xy y)<i<i\
V(T(G)) u {A-, J;}|,
( ^ C ) - F . ( O ( ^ ^ ) < * < \V(T(G))v{x,y}\),
there exists a P,(*, y) in <?(G) (e(G)-F 00 (G) if FK(G) £ {x, y}).
The proof is completed by induction on the number of blocks in G. We prove that
(1)

there exists a P,(x, y) in e(G) for all i, de(G)(x, y) < i < \e(G)\,

by proving the stronger result that (1) holds simultaneously with
(2) for PW(G) £ {*, ^}, P,(x, j;) exists in e(G)-Fw(G) for all i,
de{G)-F^G){x,y) < i < \e(G)-Fx(G)\i
and
(3) there exist Hamiltonian paths P' and P from x to .y in e(G) and e(G) — F00(G)
respectively, when F^G) $ {x, y} (only P' when ^ ( G ) e {x, y}) such that
each vertex of G in P' (or P) is adjacent in P ' (or P) to an edge of G.
Assume G is a block. Consider the subdivision graph S(G) of G and in each face
F of S(G), which is also a face of G, place a vertex. Connect this vertex to two adjacent
vertices of S(G) which represent edges of G in B(F). The resulting graph G' is a block
with (G') 2 (isomorphic to) a spanning subgraph of e(G). Since the square of a block is
panconnected (see [3; Theorem 3.11]), aPj(x,y) exists in e(G) for

Also since d{G1?.(x, y) < \ V(T(G)) u {x, ^ } | , (1) is satisfied. If all of the faces of G
are used except for ^ ( G ) , then the preceding argument implies that (2) is satisfied.
By Lemma 2.4, (3) is satisfied.
Next we assume that G is a graph with at least two blocks such that (1), (2) and (3)
hold for all graphs with fewer blocks. A block in G containing only one cut-vertex is
called an endblock. Let H be an endblock with cut-vertex z. H is contained in precisely one face F' of G # H, and G # H in precisely one face F" of H, where either
F' = F^G # H) or F" = F^H) (or both). There is a unique face F of G with the
property that B(F) n(G # # ) = ^(P') and 5(F) n H = B(F"); so e(G) is obtained
from e(G # H) and e(#) by identifying z and Pin e(G) with z and F j n e(G # H) and
z and F" in e(#).
Suppose that FJfi) $ {*> JO- Choose an endblock H of G with cut-vertex z such
that x e V(e(G # if)—P00(G # # ) ) . There are two cases to consider. In both cases
it is sufficient to verify (2) and (3), since (1) is a consequence of (2), (3) and the discussion in the first paragraph of this proof.
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# //)).

By the induction assumption applied to e(G # H)-FW(G # H), there exists a
Pt(x, y) in e(G # H)-FW(G # H), and hence in e(G)-F00(G), for all /,
de(G#H)-Fn(.G*H)(x,y) < I < |*(G # # ) | .

Since </e<c#H)-fo,(G #«>(*, jO < \V{T(G))u foj'}!. t h e r e e x i s t s a P,(*,;0 in
e(G)-Fm(G) for all /, d^o-F^oC*..?) < ' < \e(G # # ) | . Also by the induction
assumption there exists a Hamiltonian path Q (Q') in e{G # //) — F^G # / / ) (in
<?(G # H)) from # to y satisfying (3). Therefore let Q = (x, ..., e, z, ...,y) and
Q' = (x, ...,e',z, ..., >>), where e and e' are edges of G incident to z. (Possibly z precedes e or e', but this will not affect the ensuing argument).
By Lemma 2.3, for eachy, 3 ^ j ^ \e{H)\, there exist circuits (z, <?y, ...,/}, z) containing y vertices of e(H), where ej and fj are edges of H incident with z. Also for
j< \e(H)\, the circuits are in e(H)-Fm(H).
For each j , 3 ^ y"^ |e(^)|, let
i?y = (ej, . ..,//)> the path obtained from the circuit (z, ejy ...,/}, z). From Lemma 2.3,
it follows that the paths R\e(H)\ a n d ^| e (f/)|-i satisfy (3) with Hin place of G. Finally
define R2 = (/ 3 ). Let P, denote the P| e{C#W) | +) - 2 (x,7) in e(G)-F00(G),
2^j<\e(H)\,
obtained from Q by setting Pj = (x, ..., e, RJ} z, ...,y). For
F' = FM(G # H), form i " from Q by setting i>' = (x, ..., e, i? |e(H) ,, z, ...,y). For
F' ^ ^eoCC? # H) (so that F" = F^H)), form P' from Q' by setting
P ' = (x, ..., e', P| e ( H )|_i, z, ...,y).

By taking P = P| e(w) | -1 we see that (2) and (3) hold in e(G).
Case 2. y
By the induction assumption there exists for each i,
de(G#II)-Fm(G#H)(x,z) < ' < \<G #

H)\,

a P,(x, z) in e(G # H) — FX(G # / / ) . Likewise there exists for each /,
a Pi(z, y) in e^-F^H).

Since

de(G # H)- FM(C #//)(*> ^) + ^e(//) - F00(ff)fe jO < I V(T(G)) U {X, >;} |,
we see, by combining paths from x to z and from z to j>, that there exists Pt(x, y) in

e(G)-Fcc(G) for all i, de(G)(x,y) < i < \e(G)\.
By the induction assumption there exist Hamiltonian paths Qy (Qi) and Q2 (Q2r)
from x to z and z to y respectively in e(G # H)-F^(G # #)(<?(£ # H)) and
e(//)-P 00 (//)(e(//)) respectively which satisfy (3). IfP' = FJG # ^ ) , then the paths
obtained by joining Qt to g 2 and Qt to 0 2 ' satisfy (3); while if F' # JFW(G # H)
(so that P" = FW(H)), then the paths obtained by joining g x to Q2 and 0 / to 0 2
satisfy (3). This completes the induction when F^G) $ {x, y}.
To complete the proof take x = F^G) and let x' e B(F00(G)), x' ^ y. Above we
have shown that a Pi(x', y) exists in e(G) — Fm(G) for all /,
de{G)-F^G)(x\y) < i < \e(G)\-\,
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with (3) being satisfied by P j e ( G ) | _ &', y) in e(G) - F^G). Joining F^iG) to the first of
< i ^ \e(G)\.
each of these paths gives paths P^x, y) for all /, de^G^Fto^(x'ty)-\-l
Since de{G)_Foa{G)(x'',y) < \V(T(G))u {x,y}\-1,
we see that (1) and (3) also hold in
this case.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
The reader should observe that e(G), for G a plane graph with bridges, need not
even be Hamiltonian. The graph e(Kli5) provides an example.
The authors wish to acknowledge the referee's contribution to the final form of this
paper. Specifically, he suggested many editorial changes which improved the paper
immensely.
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